
Lecture 1: Foundations 

Chapter 1 & 12 of Textbook 

Pre- industrial society: Early management ideas 

 Organisation of the army & government 

 Religious organisations  

 Manufactures 17th, East India Company 17th & 19th Century  

 Slavery: Southern US plantations 

- Simple systems & rules 

- Strict surveillance 

- Harsh punishment  

Industrial revolution (1760-1840): Large scale enterprise 

 New technology 

o Steam power 

o Machine tools 

o Chemicals 

 Key industries 

o Metallurgy 

o Railways 

o Gas lighting  

o Glass making 

o Paper machines 

Industrial Revolution: Limited Liability Legislation 

 Britain in 1856 

o Separated private finance of entrepreneurs from investments 

o If business failed, personal liability (finance, prison) avoided 

Organisations 

 Defined as systematically arranged frameworks relating to people, things, knowledge 

& technologies, in a design intended to achieve specific goals. 

 

 Why organisations?  

-  Aggregation of resources (people, objects, knowledge, technology…)  

- To achieve a specific goal  

- To ensure predictability of behaviours  

 

 Organisational design  

- Principles of vertical (hierarchy) and horizontal division of labour (bureaucracy)  

- Definition of responsibilities and roles  

- Integration: Routines and Practices 

 



Management 

 Defined as the process of pursuing organizational objectives through: 

o Communicating 

o Accomplishing actions 

o Coordinating 

 Relationships with stakeholders (including team) 

 Technologies and other artefacts (objects, including resources) 

Taylorism: Scientific Management 

 Principles of scientific management (Taylor 1911)   

- Time & motion studies  

- Specialisation & routinisation of work   

- Assumes one best way to manage  

 Collaboration 

o Manager: Planning, designing, supervising 

o Worker: Executing manual labour 

 Pay based upon outputs  

Max Weber: Bureaucracy 

 Observing Prussian army & industrialization 

 Describes ideal organisations as rational-legal bureaucracy 

o Legal: submission to rules & procedures 

o Rational: predictable, non-arbitrary 

o Fair: right of appeal 

o Negatives: Depersonalisation & demystification 

 

Edward Mayo: Human  relations movement 

• Manager as social clinician 

– Pay attention to group needs & human relationships 

– Workplace viewed as a social system  

– Informal groups have influence  

– Therapeutic interview- active listening 

Mayo (1880-1949): Hawthorne effect 

When a group realises that it is valued and forms social relations among its members, 

productivity rises as a result of the group formation. 

Follett (1868-1933): Democratic management 

• Participatory management 

– Authority derived from function not hierarchy  



– Collaboration between managers & workers  

– Not just about productivity but also social justice 

Contemporary approaches 

• Continuation of historical ideas  

• Theory X, Theory Y (McGregor 1960)  

– McDonalds 

– Google 

Positive Organizational Scholarship 

• Seeks to understand & foster civic virtues, social responsibility, altruism, tolerance, 

happiness & psychological wellbeing within organisations. 

Summary of Lecture 1 

 Two traditional images of the manager and the organisation:  

– The authoritarian decision maker providing extrinsic rewards & punishments  

– The supportive facilitator & motivator offering intrinsic rewards  

• Third emerging approach with a focus on virtue, positivity & creating social value 

 

Lecture 2: Power, Resistance & Post Bureaucracy 

Chapter 7 & 13 of textbook 

Definitions: Power (Pg 252) 

- Power is the chance of an actor to realize their will in a social action, even against 

the resistance of others. 

 Hard or soft 

o Hard power: Forcing others to do things against their will 

o Soft power: Shaping and framing what others want to do 

 Organization politics corresponds to the practice of power by organisational actors 

 

Obedience to Authority 

- Volunteers instructed to administer increasing levels of electric shocks to a protesting 

victim 

Sources of Power 

 Legitimate authority 

 Uncertainty 

 Resources dependency theory 

 Power-Knowledge 



Max Weber- Legitimate Authority 

 

 Domination (imposed coercively) 

 Legitimate authority (with consent) 

o Charismatic 

o Traditional 

o Rational/legal (bureaucratic structure) 

Uncertainty 

 Inability to determine the preferred course of action 

 According to the contingency theory, management are in charge of strategies to 

adapt the new environment 

 Managers will have power if: 

o Managing a subunit that copes with uncertainty 

o Not dependent on other units 

o And is not easily substitutable 

o Central to the organization system 

Power-Knowledge Michel Foucault (1977) 

 Power is not a thing but a relational phenomena 

 Power also equates with knowledge 

 Knowledge shapes reality, which shapes behaviour 

 Knowledge & values, a more efficient mode of governance than force 

Politics 

 Politics arise from 

o The complexity and degree of uncertainty 

o Structural divisions in the organization 

Political Arenas & Resistance 

 Organizations are political arenas 

 Resistance consists of activities and attitudes that aim to thwart, undermine, and 

impede managerial initiatives 

 Construed by management as illegitimate resistance against legitimate authority 

 Dialectics of power and resistance 

o Political Games 

o Actors are in search of legitimacy 

Resource Dependency Theory 

 The control of resources results in power 

 Power will give access to more resources 

 Organizations strive to influence organisations upon which they are dependent for 

scarce and critical resources 

 

 



People or Structures?  

- People: the chance of an individual (or group) to realise their will in a social action, 

even against resistance 

- Structure: deeply & unconsciously embedded cultural norms & values  

 

 Negative or Positive?   

- Hard power: Forcing others to do things against their will   

- Soft power: Shaping & framing what others want to do  

What are the Forms of Resistance? 

 Compliant resistance 

o Distancing oneself 

o Maintaining appearances 

o Small acts of resistance 

o Sabotage 

 Hidden Agenda 

o Using the organization’s rhetoric to impose your views 

o Building a business case for a CSR or gender parity 

 Productive Resistance 

o Creating an enclave (an emergent coalition) 

o Underlining key points of resistance and key points of convergence 

 Whistle Blowing 

o Denouncing unethical practices 

o The whistle blower often becomes an outcast 

 Collective Resistance 

o Union 

o Spontaneous coordination 

o Constructive or systematic opposition 

Bureaucracy 

An organizational form consisting of a hierarchy of differentiated knowledge & expertise 

in which rules and disciplines are arranged not only hierarchically in regard to each other 

but also in parallel. 

Limitations of Bureaucracy 

 Rule tropism: Following rules for their own sake 

o Rules become absolutes rather than a means to an end 

o No adaptation 

 Coercive power relies on non-voluntary involvement which is likely to elicit resistance 

Rethinking Bureaucracy 

 Coercive power is replaced by soft power 

 Soft power frames what others want to do 

 



Soft Domination 

 Organization 

o Based on the appearance of equality in the organization amongst peers 

o Decentralization 

o Empowerment 

 Control 

o Pervasive system of control 

o Concertive control (team surveillance)  

o Flexibility in rules and processes 

o Evaluation by results not processes 

o Electronic panopticon 

Follett: Democratic Power 

 Power over (Coercive)- Authority homogeneity 

 Power with (Coactive)- Democratic diversity 

o Participative 

o Empowering 

o Educative 

o Establish polyphony 

Critical Thinking/Theory 

 Critical management studies 

 Attention to imbalance of power (power over): 

o Worker exploitation 

o Social exploitation 

o Gender discrimination 

 Highlights that both bureaucracy & post bureaucracy can serve the interests of 

managerialism 

Managerialism 

 Managerialism is the view that organizations should be normatively integrated by 

shared values expressed within a single source of authority, legitimacy and decision-

making... 

Post Bureaucracy and Domination 

 Shape and frame what others want to do 

o A subtle form of manipulation, domination & control 

 Normalise power in a manner that hardly appears like power at all 

o Engendering commitment through empowerment 

o Appearance of equality among peers 

Panoptical Power- Bentham 1787 

 Bentham’s panopticon (a model of prison) makes knowledge-power all pervasive 

 (Potentially continuous surveillance 

 No escape from the gaze of authority 

 Encouraging the internalization of the gaze: effective self-control 



Post-bureaucratic organisation as an informational Panopticon 

 Internalizing gaze ensures: 

o Self-regulation 

o Self-monitoring 

o Compliance 

Post Bureaucracy 

 Empowerment& self-direction  

- Flexibility in rules & process  

- Evaluation by results not process  

- Heterarchy – network structures  

- Transparency – open communication  

- Motivation by intrinsic rewards (i.e. Theory Y) 

Lecture 2 Conclusion 

 In any organization, there is a combination of bureaucracy and post bureaucracy 

 Both bureaucratic rationality & post-bureaucratic empowerment as potential modes of 

domination 

 Critics of managerialism challenges managers to develop concern for ethics and 

social responsibility 


